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COTAC setting up new online
Assessment in heritage
conservation; the proceedings of
COTAC conference 2021 have been
published; CIAT to host COTAC
material on its CPD Register;
upcoming ASCHB and IHBC 2022
Conferences; and more... Ingval Maxwell, after 10 years at the

helm as COTAC trustee and chair of
Management Group, is stepping
down from these roles.  Learn more
about his contributions here.

  
COTAC to create online Assessment in Conservation

COTAC has been awarded grant funding to initiate an online, interactive and
engaging learning assessment for introductory historic environment
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conservation.  Thanks to National Lottery players and the Social Enterprise
Academy for their support for the project.

COTAC Conference 2021 - Report Released

COTAC’s International Conference 2021: Protecting our World, Protecting our
Heritage: Developing skills, training, and expertise for the challenges ahead
was arranged and delivered as an on-line event, with Session 1 held on 23rd
and Session 2 on 24th November 2021.  The report is now available on the
cotac.global website, and the recording is available for purchase here.

CIAT to host COTAC material on CPD Register

COTAC and CIAT have signed an MoU as organisations which strive to
enhance the knowledge, skills and competences of professionals and others in
the field of building conservation.  CIAT’s AT CPD Register is an online
directory of courses and learning material to help support the professional
development of its members and affiliates.

ASCHB Conference - 1 April 2022

The climate emergency is with us now. It threatens our very existence; and to
meet the challenge we shall have to change how we build and operate our
buildings. The historic environment is often labelled the villain in the race
towards a more sustainable future, but as conservation professionals know, it is
arguably our most valuable resource.
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IHBC Annual School - 15-17 June 2022

The IHBC will host its Annual School this summer in hybrid format, offering a
variety of delegate options: the Heritage MarketPlace (virtual) on 15 June, the
Day School (hybrid) on 17 June, and the Full School which includes in-person
tours and events on 16-18 June.

Liverpool – After World Heritage - 23 June 2022

World Heritage UK presents the webinar "Liverpool - After World Heritage"
which will bring out and explore the very real tensions between conservation
and regeneration; the responsibilities and consequences of inscription; and
the importance of effective communication between UNESCO, municipalities,
state parties and other bodies.
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Blast from the Past!
From the COTAC Archives - Issue 16, May 2000

Ingval Maxwell delivers the concluding remarks to the COTAC International
Conference 1999, held at the BRE premises at Garston, Watford
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